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Teacher resources

Preparation
- Print pages 3-9 for students. 
- Feel free to create a booklet or to give students one worksheet 

at a time to solve. 
- Students should always have page 4, “Possible Hiding Spots,” 

nearby to cross off rows as they solve the clues.

How to Use
- Read through the story on page 3, “Gig’s Joke,” to create 

excitement over helping #1 find his lucky rock!
- Explain that from each worksheet, students will solve a clue. 

They will use that clue to cross off some possible hiding spots 
on page 4 until only one is left.

- When they are done, students should fill out the “Final Report” 
on page 9 for you to check!

Answers:
- Solutions are on pages 11-19. Following each worksheet’s 

solution is a page with the relevant rows crossed off. The final 
solution is on page 19.

Awards
- Two copies of an awards certificate are available on page 20. 

Consider having students complete all problems (even if they 
solve the mystery early) to earn the award!
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Hello guys, my friend Gig the robot is playing a joke on me. We 
like to play jokes on each other and today Gig hid my lucky rock. I 
am trying to find where he hid it and need your help.

Normally with my lucky rock, I can find most things but I don’t feel 
lucky without my rock. The rock has a shape of a four-leaf clover 
on it. Once you see it you cannot miss it.

If I could get your help solving the clues to find my lucky rock I 
would greatly appreciate it. Please help me solve the clues and 
find my lucky rock!  Thank you.
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Possible Hiding Spots
Inside/Outside Eat or Drink? Someone's home Walk there?

Art garden Outside no no no

Bedroom Inside no yes yes

Bus stop Outside no no yes

Coffee shop Inside yes no yes

Corner store Inside no no yes

Dog house Outside yes yes yes

Duck pond Outside no yes yes

Fire station Inside no no no

Friend's hallway Inside no yes yes

Friend's kitchen Inside yes yes no

Front porch Outside yes yes yes

Ice cream shop Inside yes no no

Library bookshelf Inside no no no

Living Room Inside no yes yes

Pizza restaurant Inside yes no no

Pretzel stand Outside yes no no

Spiderweb Outside no yes no

Water fountain Outside yes no yes
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Pennies and Nickels - Clue 1
Find the first clue by identifying pennies and nickels. Match your answers to put the 
letter in the box with the matching coin . The first one has been done for you! 
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C

penny nickel nickel penny nickel

C N O O F

A L T S E

penny nickel penny nickel penny nickel

T O W I K K

I S B A L L

penny nickel penny nickel penny nickel

E N D U G E

A S O T H H



Quarters and Dimes - Clue 2
Uncover the next clue by identifying the coin named in each row! Cross off each 
coin that is not correct. The ones left will leave the clue!
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Quarters

I A T S N D

Dimes

T H I S E P

Quarters

S M I E A N

Dimes

H I O M S E



Value of Coins - Clue 3 
Gig says he’ll give you a clue! To find out what, cross off each box whose value 
doesn’t match the coin shown. When only the correct matches are left, write the 
letters in order in the blanks below! 
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I

1¢

H

25¢

T

1¢

I

10¢

D

25¢

I

5¢

R

5¢

T

1¢

A

10¢

S

5¢

N

25¢

O

1¢

M

25¢

E

10¢

T

10¢

W

5¢

H

10¢

E

25¢

V

5¢

R

10¢

E

5¢

O

5¢

N

5¢

U

1¢

T

25¢

S

10¢

I

25¢

H

5¢

D

10¢

R

1¢

E

5¢

S

10¢

_____          _____ _____ _____          _____ _____

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____



Value of a Set - Clue 4
Finally! You are so close to finding the lucky rock. You just need to know whether it’s 
hidden somewhere that you can eat or drink. Find all the sets of coins that equal the 
value below. Are there more yes’s or no’s? That’s your answer!

37¢

Yes No No

Yes No Yes

Yes Yes No
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Are there more yes’s or no’s?
If YES, then you can eat or drink there!
If NO, then you cannot eat or drink there!



Final Report
Detective Name: ___________________

Your Solution:

Clue 
Checklist:

Clue 1

Clue 2

Clue 3

Clue 4

Teacher Check:

Well done! You found the lucky rock. 
Great work!!

Oops! No lucky rock there. Go back, 
check your clues, and try again!
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Where did Gig hide the lucky rock?

_________________________________.



Solution

www.MageMath.com
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Pennies and Nickels - Clue 1
Find the first clue by identifying pennies and nickels. Match your answers to put the 
letter in the box with the matching coin . The first one has been done for you! 
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C L O S E

penny nickel nickel penny nickel

C N O O F

A L T S E

T O W A L K

penny nickel penny nickel penny nickel

T O W I K K

I S B A L L

E N O U G H

penny nickel penny nickel penny nickel

E N D U G E

A S O T H H

All locations that can 
NOT be walked to 
should be crossed 
off.



Possible Hiding Spots
Inside/Outside Eat or Drink? Someone's home Walk there?

Art garden Outside no no no

Bedroom Inside no yes yes

Bus stop Outside no no yes

Coffee shop Inside yes no yes

Corner store Inside no no yes

Dog house Outside yes yes yes

Duck pond Outside no yes yes

Fire station Inside no no no

Friend's hallway Inside no yes yes

Friend's kitchen Inside yes yes no

Front porch Outside yes yes yes

Ice cream shop Inside yes no no

Library bookshelf Inside no no no

Living Room Inside no yes yes

Pizza restaurant Inside yes no no

Pretzel stand Outside yes no no

Spiderweb Outside no yes no

Water fountain Outside yes no yes
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Quarters and Dimes - Clue 2
Uncover the next clue by identifying the coin named in each row! Cross off each 
coin that is not correct. The ones left will leave the clue!
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Quarters

I A T S N D

Dimes

T H I S E P

Quarters

S M I E A N

Dimes

H I O M S E

All locations that are NOT 
someone’s home should be 
crossed off.



Possible Hiding Spots
Inside/Outside Eat or Drink? Someone's home Walk there?

Art garden Outside no no no

Bedroom Inside no yes yes

Bus stop Outside no no yes

Coffee shop Inside yes no yes

Corner store Inside no no yes

Dog house Outside yes yes yes

Duck pond Outside no yes yes

Fire station Inside no no no

Friend's hallway Inside no yes yes

Friend's kitchen Inside yes yes no

Front porch Outside yes yes yes

Ice cream shop Inside yes no no

Library bookshelf Inside no no no

Living Room Inside no yes yes

Pizza restaurant Inside yes no no

Pretzel stand Outside yes no no

Spiderweb Outside no yes no

Water fountain Outside yes no yes
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Value of Coins - Clue 3 
Gig says he’ll give you a clue! To find out what, cross off each box whose value 
doesn’t match the coin shown. When only the correct matches are left, write the 
letters in order in the blanks below! 
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I

1¢

H

25¢

T

1¢

I

10¢

D

25¢

I

5¢

R

5¢

T

1¢

A

10¢

S

5¢

N

25¢

O

1¢

M

25¢

E

10¢

T

10¢

W

5¢

H

10¢

E

25¢

V

5¢

R

10¢

E

5¢

O

5¢

N

5¢

U

1¢

T

25¢

S

10¢

I

25¢

H

5¢

D

10¢

R

1¢

E

5¢

S

10¢

_____          _____ _____ _____          _____ _____

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

All locations 
that are 
INSIDE 
should be 
crossed off.

        I               H        I       D                 I       T

  S       O       M      E       W      H        E       R      E

          O       U       T        S        I        D       E



Possible Hiding Spots
Inside/Outside Eat or Drink? Someone's home Walk there?

Art garden Outside no no no

Bedroom Inside no yes yes

Bus stop Outside no no yes

Coffee shop Inside yes no yes

Corner store Inside no no yes

Dog house Outside yes yes yes

Duck pond Outside no yes yes

Fire station Inside no no no

Friend's hallway Inside no yes yes

Friend's kitchen Inside yes yes no

Front porch Outside yes yes yes

Ice cream shop Inside yes no no

Library bookshelf Inside no no no

Living Room Inside no yes yes

Pizza restaurant Inside yes no no

Pretzel stand Outside yes no no

Spiderweb Outside no yes no

Water fountain Outside yes no yes
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Value of a Set - Clue 4
Finally! You are so close to finding the lucky rock. You just need to know whether it’s 
hidden somewhere that you can eat or drink. Find all the sets of coins that equal the 
value below. Are there more yes’s or no’s? That’s your answer!

37¢

Yes No No

Yes No Yes

Yes Yes No
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Are there more yes’s or no’s?
If YES, then you can eat or drink there!
If NO, then you cannot eat or drink there!

There are more no’s so 
cross off all locations that 
ARE somewhere you can  
eat or drink.



Possible Hiding Spots
Inside/Outside Eat or Drink? Someone's home Walk there?

Art garden Outside no no no

Bedroom Inside no yes yes

Bus stop Outside no no yes

Coffee shop Inside yes no yes

Corner store Inside no no yes

Dog house Outside yes yes yes

Duck pond Outside no yes yes

Fire station Inside no no no

Friend's hallway Inside no yes yes

Friend's kitchen Inside yes yes no

Front porch Outside yes yes yes

Ice cream shop Inside yes no no

Library bookshelf Inside no no no

Living Room Inside no yes yes

Pizza restaurant Inside yes no no

Pretzel stand Outside yes no no

Spiderweb Outside no yes no

Water fountain Outside yes no yes
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Possible Hiding Spots
Inside/Outside Eat or Drink? Someone's home Walk there?

Art garden Outside no no no

Bedroom Inside no yes yes

Bus stop Outside no no yes

Coffee shop Inside yes no yes

Corner store Inside no no yes

Dog house Outside yes yes yes

Duck pond Outside no yes yes

Fire station Inside no no no

Friend's hallway Inside no yes yes

Friend's kitchen Inside yes yes no

Front porch Outside yes yes yes

Ice cream shop Inside yes no no

Library bookshelf Inside no no no

Living Room Inside no yes yes

Pizza restaurant Inside yes no no

Pretzel stand Outside yes no no

Spiderweb Outside no yes no

Water fountain Outside yes no yes
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Looking for MORE?
Check out these other great 

math resources on
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